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Setting up Ampool Hub 

 

This document describes how to set up Ampool Hub.  

Overview 
Ampool Hub provides a unified view across data systems such as data lake, data stream, data warehouse, relational 

database management sources, deployed in multiple cloud and on-premise environments.  

Ampool Hub facilitates the central administration to onboard resources, assign resources, and map data. Ampool Engine 

can be launched and monitored with Ampool Hub. 

Ampool Hub can be installed on cloud-based virtual machine (VM) instances. Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft 

Azure (Azure) are the supported cloud providers for Ampool Hub installation. 

Following is a diagrammatic representation of Ampool Hub in conjunction with Ampool Engine (AE) and Ampool Cache 

Proxy (ACP). 

 

Data engineers, business analysts, and data scientists can reduce time to business data insights from months to days 

across real-time and batch data, with faster performance and security. 

Set up Ampool Hub 
Setting up of Ampool Hub on AWS or Microsoft Azure cloud comprises the following steps. 

1. Launch VM instance on AWS or Azure 

2. Whitelist VM instance IP address 

3. Install Ampool  Hub 

4. Register Ampool Hub 

5. Create an Ampool Engine cluster from Ampool Hub 

Let us look at the steps in detail. 
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 Step 1: Launch VM Instance on cloud 
Follow the steps in the respective sections below, depending on the cloud that you are using. 

Launch Instance on AWS 
You must launch a VM instance based on the custom AMI provided by Ampool for Ampool Hub installation.  

Ensure that the following specifications are selected while creating the VM instance. 

Field Description 

AMI Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.1(HVM)/ 
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS 

Disk Size 50 GiB 
IAM Role Ampool-Admin 

Note: IAM Role is required if you want to use IAM to authenticate to Ampool Hub and Ampool Engine. 
Refer to https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/launching-instance.html to launch. 

 

Once the instance is launched, click the Instance ID to view instance details. Note down the public IP address and private 

IP address of the instance. 

 

 

Launch Instance on Azure 
Log in to Azure Dashboard and create a VM on Azure. Refer to https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/linux/quick-create-portal. 

Ensure that the following specifications are selected while creating the VM instance. 

Field Description 
Image Ubuntu 18.04 LTS 
Disk Size 50 GiB 
Role Contributor 

 

Note down the public IP address and private IP address of the VM. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/launching-instance.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/quick-create-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/quick-create-portal
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Step 2: Whitelist Public IP  
You must allow inbound and outbound traffic from the public IP address of the instance created in step 1 above. 

If you have created the instance on AWS, refer to 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/VPC_SecurityGroups.html to create and configure security group. 

If you have created the instance on Azure, refer to https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/manage-

network-security-group to create and configure security group. 

Step 3: Install Ampool Hub 
Follow the steps given below to install Ampool Hub. 

1. Login to Ampool Hub Instance with ssh. 

ssh -i <pem_file_path> <username>@<Instance Public OR Private IP> 

 

Note: username in the above ssh command should be replaced with ec2-user for RHEL 

VM instance and ubuntu for Ubuntu VM instance.  

 

For example, 

 
ssh -i user.pem ec2-user@42.200.216.210 

 

2. Add the entry for  Hashicorp Vault to /etc/hosts. 

sudo vi /etc/hosts 

 

# add the following entry for vault 

127.0.0.1 localhost vault 

  

# The following lines are required for IPv6 capable hosts 

::1 ip6-localhost ip6-loopback 

fe00::0 ip6-localnet 

ff00::0 ip6-mcastprefix 

ff02::1 ip6-allnodes 

ff02::2 ip6-allrouters 

ff02::3 ip6-allhosts 

 

3. Download a latest Ampool-Hub repo. This will take around a few minutes, depending on your network speed.  

wget  https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/<ampool-hub-version-number>/<build-
number>/ampoolhub.tar.gz 

 

4. Unpack the ampoolhub.tar file.  

tar –xvf ampoolhub.tar.gz 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/VPC_SecurityGroups.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/manage-network-security-group
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/manage-network-security-group
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/%3campool-hub-version-number%3e/%3cbuild-number%3e/ampoolhub.tar.gz
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/%3campool-hub-version-number%3e/%3cbuild-number%3e/ampoolhub.tar.gz
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5. Run prerequisites file provided to you by Ampool. This should take around 10 minutes to complete the run. 

bash <prerequisites file> 

 

Note: Refer to the following table for OS-specific prerequisite to run 

Instance Prerequisites file to use 

Ubuntu prerequisites.sh 

RHEL prerequisites_RHEL.sh 
 

 

6. Install Ampool Hub. 

sudo python3.8 deploy_ampool_hub.py 

During the installation, the script prompts you to enter details for certificates, database drivers, public IP, private 

IP, Kerberos realm settings. Provide private IP address of the virtual machine (VM) instance. The following table 

describes some of the important installation parameters. 

Parameter Description 

Database password MariaDB password 

External Calls for Hub Calls outside of Ampool Hub network 

Oracle Drivers URL of ODBC driver of the data source to connect 
to. If URL is not specified, Oracle data source will 
not work. 

Kerberos Kerberos KDC server realm 

 

Note: If you are not using a public IP address, provide private IP address of the VM for both 
public and private IP addresses. 

 

After installation, the message ‘Ampool Hub started successfully’ is displayed.  

The installation will take a few minutes to complete. 

7. After successful installation, verify that the following Docker containers that are running. 

sudo docker ps 

 

 

Container Name Description 

webContainer Container for Ampool Hub UI 

appContainer Container for Ampool Hub Web service 

dbContainer Container for database 
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kerberosContainer Container for Kerberos Key Distribution Center 
javaContainer Container for Java-based Web service 

vaultContainer Container for Hashicorp Vault 

 

Step 4: Register Hub 
Once Ampool Hub installation is complete, register your Ampool Hub account. 

Follow the steps given below to register the Ampool Hub account. 

1. Navigate to https://<hub_ip>/ and click the Register Now link on the Login page to register Ampool Hub 

account.  

 

2. Enter license key, email and temporary password that has been received on your registered email ID from 

Ampool.  

 

3. Change the temporary password. 
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4.  Login back to Ampool Hub with your new password as your session expires after changing the temporary 

password. 

 

 

5. Provide Organization details 
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6. Add SMTP settings on the SMTP tab. Enter the SMTP server details, Username, Password, Host Address, and 

SMTP Email. This is for Ampool Hub to send email related to user account creation, cluster status. click SAVE, 

and then click NEXT. 

 

7. Add HERE map settings on the HERE tab. When a data source is added, HERE map helps with viewing the data 

source location on the map. click SAVE, and then click NEXT. 
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8. Add Cloud Credentials. 

If you are using AWS, enter Access Method, Region, Availability Zone, Subnet Id and Security group where you 

wish to install or deploy Ampool Engine. Static Key means authentication to AWS with an access key and secret 

key provided by AWS. IAM means authentication to AWS with Identity Access Management role. 

You could use public IP or private IP for launched cluster.  
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If you are using Azure, enter the cloud credentials for Azure, along with other details such as Subscription ID, 

client ID, Secret, Tenant, Public Key, Private Key, Location, Resource Group, Storage Account, Security Group, 

Virtual Network, Subnet. 
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After entering the details, click TEST CONNECTION. Once the connection test is successful, click ADD, and then 

click NEXT. 

Note: It is mandatory to test the connection to the cloud after entering the cloud credentials. 
Without testing the connection, you will not be able to save the cloud credentials. 

 

9. Add data sources and data sinks. Before adding a data system, ensure that the data system and its respective 

services are running. After adding the details, you can click TEST CONNECTION to test the connection to the data 

system, or you can directly click ADD. If you click ADD, Ampool Hub tests the connection to the data system. If 

Ampool Hub can connect to the data system successfully, the data system is added to Ampool Hub. 

 

Refer to the following screenshots for addition of Glue, Redshift, Snowflake, and MS SQL Server. 
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Adding Redshift Data System 
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Adding Snowflake Data System  
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Adding Amazon Glue Data System  
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Adding MS SQL Server Data System 
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Adding Teradata Data System 

 
 

10. Add user groups under Groups.  Groups represents user groups such as a department or a function in an 

organization. Click SUBMIT. 
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11. Create one or more users with different roles. The available roles are Admin, GroupAdmin, AcpAdmin and 

Member. An Admin is a superadmin user. A GroupAdmin is a group administrator that manages Members of the 

group. AcpAdmin is an administrator for the Ampool Cache Proxy. Click ADD after entering the new user details. 
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12. After adding users click COMPLETE SETUP. 

You are directed to the Ampool Hub dashboard after the setup is complete. 

Step 5: Create Ampool Engine Cluster from Ampool Hub 
You can create an Ampool Engine cluster from Ampool Hub. Username field is non-editable. 

To create an Ampool Engine Cluster perform following steps. 

1. Navigate to CLUSTERS. 

2. Click on + NEW CLUSTER. 

3. Enter a cluster name. 

4. Select Worker Count for cluster. Minimum value is 1. 

5. Select Cloud Provider as AWS or Azure. 

6. Select Worker Type – Small, Medium, Large. Worker Type is cloud provider specific. 

7. Choose between Yes/No for HA Cluster. 

8. Choose between Yes/No for Kerberised Cluster. 

9. Enter a password for Cluster Login. Username is admin, by default, and is a read-only field. 

10. If you want to associate one or more data systems registered on Hub with the cluster while launching it, select 

the required data systems. 

11. Click CREATE to create Ampool Engine cluster. 
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12. Find the respective cluster card and check the Status. 
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13.              
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        The following screenshot shows the ongoing installation process. 

                

 Once the cluster creation is complete, the Status changes to Running from Installing.  

You can click the Cluster URL to go to the Ampool Engine cluster login page, login to Ampool Engine cluster, and start 

working with Ampool Engine. 
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